


GMass: Mail merge for Gmail

TIP NO. 1

READ MORE

GMass is the perfect
tool for solopreneurs,
startups and SMEs —
pretty much anyone
who uses Gmail!.

GMass lets you use Gmail for

personalizing, sending, and tracking

bulk emails and recurring emails with

ease. It even saves you from the effort

of sending emails to multiple

recipients through CC and BCC.

https://www.gmass.co/


Wise Stamp - Create The Email
Signature You Need

TIP NO. 2

READ MORE

Create a professional
email signature in
minutes. Perfect for
professionals,
freelancers, and small
business owners.

The #1 Email Signature solution

Make a beautiful customized email

signature in less than 5 minutes.

https://www.wisestamp.com/


Grammarly - Great Writing,
Simplified

TIP NO. 3

READ MORE

Compose bold, clear,
mistake-free writing
with Grammarly’s AI-
powered writing
assistant.

Write With Your Reader in Mind

Works Where You Do

Beyond Grammar and Spelling

https://www.grammarly.com/


Streak -A CRM built into GMail

TIP NO. 4

READ MORE

Keep your pipeline
moving.

Set up and customize a perfect

process for your team no matter the

use case or how you work.

Easily filter, sort, and group your data

in any configuration to quickly identify

bottlenecks.

You already know how to use Gmail

and Google Sheets, so you have all the

training you need.

https://www.streak.com/


LOOM Video Recorder

TIP NO. 5

READ MORE

NOW record video
messages of your
screen, cam, or both.
Faster than typing an
email or meeting live.

Instantly ready to share and watch

anywhere.

A more efficient, expressive, effective

way to communicate.

As fun or formal as you want. As many

takes as you need. All you need is a

Webcam.

https://www.loom.com/


Digital Marketing
TRAINING AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES

Got the Chrome
Extensions?

NOW LOOKING FOR
MORE?

SUBSCRIBE TO MY
REGULAR CONTENT VIA
EMAIL AND WHATSAPP
TO RECEIVE UPDATES.

In the Digital world, just creating a website or

building a YouTube channel or a Facebook Page

does not give you leads and business. You need to

promote extensively and this needs a huge

budget.

Now, here is an opportunity for you to go digital

and put your business on the internet with a small

budget also.

Learn Digital Marketing as well as execute it and

that too at one-tenth of the required budget.

To know more, just fill your details here: 

https://forms.gle/m2nFp9Bh8rnR8SpZ6

